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The Cycle of Email Marketing

Lead Magnet
The lead magnet is a tool used to earn
customers emails. This process can be more
difficult than it sounds so it is important to
have a lead magnet that is irresistible to
your target customer.

Introduction Series
In the introduction series of emails take some
time to thank your customer for signing up
and give them the information that they
need to know about getting started.

Monthly Emails
This will be your regular informational and
helpful email you send out to your customers.
Make sure that these emails are full of value
so that customers will be happy to find them
in their inbox.

Review Request
After a customer has been in your classes
for some time send them a kind request
asking for a review. This is one of the best
ways to create constant positive reviews
for your business.

Upsell / Promo Emails
Sparingly send your customers helpful upsell
or promotional emails that give them access
to insider deals that nobody else has. This is a
great way to turn short term customers into
long term fans.

Signup / Sale
Once your customer has made it through
the rest of this journey the end goal will be
the sale. This will mark the end of one
cycle and the start of another.
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through email
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General Step By Step Guide To Email Marketing



List Of Useful Email Marketing Tools

Mailchimp
Mailchimp is an incredibly powerful tool
that allows you to send, create and
track all of your most important emails.

CoSchedule - Subject Line Tester
This tool is great for testing and improving
your subject lines before they are sent,
allowing you to increase your results.

Mail Tester
Mail Tester takes out the guesswork when
deciding if your emails look spammy. Just
send your email here and get results back.

Grammarly
Grammarly is one of the best tools for
creating better writing. It helps to remove
hard to find typos and improve your flow.

Answer The Public
Answer the public is a great way to find
what people are asking online. It is a great
tool for thinking of new content ideas.

Pexels
Pexels is another great tool for finding
free images online. They also have a very
large library of anything your could need.

Canva
Canva puts the power of graphic design
in your hands. This is the place to create
amazing graphics without much effort.

Pixabay
Looking for free to use images. Pixabay
is a great option, they have a massive
library of free images for your business.
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21 Ideas To Include In Your Emails

1) Coach spotlights
2) Important gym updates
    and changes
3) Athlete spotlights
4) Policy changes
5) Frequently asked questions
    and answers
6) Tips and tricks
7) Deals and promotions
8) Holiday messages
9) Important business milestones
10) Important gymnastics news

11) Quotes and jokes
12) Recent blogs
13) Recent resources
14) Photos, vectors and infographics
15) Before and after stories
16) Event schedules
17) Checklists
18) Guides
19) Behind the scenes info about
your company
20) Promotions, deals and discounts
21) Statistics and useful data



Email Marketing: Important Metrics

Metrics:
These metrics measure the overall
success of your email marketing
campaign. These data points will
help you to understand what is
working and what is not.

Open Rate

This metric measures how many of your 
received email are being opened by your 

customers.

(                )Emails Opened
Emails Received X  100

Click Through Rate

The click through rate is the percent of people 
that click on the link provided in your email.

(                   )Total Link Clicks
Total Emails Opened X  100

Spam Complaint Rate

This is the measure of what percent people 
report your email as spam.

(                   )Total Spam Complaints
Total Emails Received X  100

Email Deliverability Rate

This metric measure the amount of emails that 
were actually delivered to your customers.

(                      )Number of Emails Received
Number of Emails Sent X  100

Unsubscribe Rate

This is the measure of how many people are 
unsubscribing from your email list.

Number of Unsubscribe Requests
Number of Emails Sent(                        ) X  100

Conversion Rate

This metric measures the overall success of 
your email campaign. This is used to find the 

overall rate of results generated.

Total Goal Completions
Total Website Visits(                      ) X  100

Industry Avg: 15-25% Industry Avg: 2-5% Industry Avg: 1.29%

Industry Avg: 2.5-5%Industry Avg: 1.29%Industry Avg: 80-95%



Funnel Worksheets

Email Marketing Funnel

Email Delivery Rate

Open Rate

Click Through
Rate

Conversion
Rate

Unsubscribe Rate
& Spam Complaints
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Major Issue Symptom Solution

Common Email Marketing Issues

Customers are not
opening emails

- Create more compelling titles
- Make better email subtitles
- Improve email segmentation

- Low open rate

Customers are not clicking
through your emails

- Create a more compelling call
to action
- Improve email visuals and copy
- Create a better matching ad
and call to action

- Low click through rate
- Low landing page traffic

Customers are not
converting

- Improve your call to action
- Improve your visuals and copy
on your landing page
- Decrease page load time

- Low conversion rate

Customers are unsubscribing
or reporting as spam

- Recheck your targeting and
segmentation
- Create more valuable content
- Reduce your emails sent
- Avoid spammy tactics

- High unsubscribe rate
- High spam rate



Introduction Sequence Template - Email 1

Dear _____(Customer Name)_____,

Thank you for signing up to our ______(Class name)______. We welcome you into
our gym family at _____(Gym Name)_____ and we are looking forward to seeing
you and your child in our facility.

If you have any questions about our gym or our program our office manager
would be happy to answer them at _____(Contact Info)_____. Let us know
what we can do to get you set up and comfortable in your new class.

Best wishes,
_______________



Hello  _____(Customer Name)_____,

We wanted to let your know what you can expect from this email list. We promise to provide
important, useful, and valuable information to your inbox every _____(Frequency)______, for free. 

Our gym is always updating and growing so we want to make sure that you are in the know with
everything that is going on.

We will also be sending you regular information on how you can get the most of your time here at
_____(Gym Name)_____ including tips, tricks, and all your burning questions answered.

As always if you have any further questions we would love to address them at _____(Contact Info )_____.

Best wishes,
______________

Introduction Sequence Template - Email 2


